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Learn Japanese - Instantly.No books. No writing. No memorizing.Join the millions of people

worldwide who have learned a new language with the Michel Thomas method.- Guaranteed

success. Speak and understand Japanese perfectly.- Incredible progress. Learn Japanese

effortlessly.- Absolute confidence. Unleash your natural learning style without trying.The

Method:Stress-free Audio LearningYou are taught Japanese through your own language, so there is

no stress and no anxiety. Take your time going over each section, step by step, until you have

understood and absorbed the material. As Michel Thomas said, "What you understand, you know;

and what you know, you don't forget."You will learn Japanese in "real-time" conditions. There is no

need to stop for homework, additional exercises, or vocabulary memorization.Learn AnywhereThe

Michel Thomas audio courses allow you to learn wherever, whenever you want: at home, in your

car, or on the move. All you need is a CD player and/or MP3 player.How Does it Work?- Listen.

Collect words effortlessly by listening.- Connect. Create your own mental tool kit by understanding

how words fit together.- Speak. Put the words back together to build sentences, naturally.Why It

Works:Learn Japanese the Way You Learned Your Own LanguageYou learned your own language

naturally: now you can learn Japanese in the same way. You will stick with this method because

you will love it. Use the unique learning method perfected over fifty years by the celebrated

psychologist and linguist Michel Thomas.Works With Your BrainThe course helps you to build up

your Japanese in manageable steps by enabling you to think the answers out yourself. You will

learn through listening and speaking, without the pressure of writing or memorizing.What's in the

Course?- Up to 12 hours of audio material on CD- *NEW* in this revised edition: CD-ROM for PC or

Mac so you can see the words and sentences you are learning, with additional quizzes and

exercises for practiceWhich Course Level Is Right for You?Start: One hour introduction to a

languageTotal: Jump into a language as a beginner and build your understanding from the

ground-upPerfect: Pave your way to fluency in a language after undertaking the Total

courseMasterclass: Round out your language ability in unique, one-on-one lectures
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I love and highly recommend this learning style. It's the best way to learn a language. It is much

more natural and comprehensive than those regular audio "repeat after me" sets that rely on rote

memorization.

This review is not about the Michel Thomas method, which is far and above the best self-taught

language learning method I have encountered so far. I have used the Michel Thomas CDs to learn

a number of languages, and while the quality of instruction on this is excellent, I must say the

Japanese course gets you much less farther than the French and Spanish courses.While this is no

doubt in part due to the fact that it is a language with hardly any overlap whatsoever with English

(unlike French and Spanish, where the number of cognates is much higher), the fact still remains

that at the end of the entire Total course, you have learned no more than a dozen verbs (if that).

Contrast this to Spanish or French, where you are using verbs like 'confirm', 'accept' and 'find'

confidently midway through the course.I would recommend buyers and potential buyers of this

course, who are expecting the same rate of progress as the more famous courses, to go in with

moderated expectations. While Helen Gilhooly's teaching is first-rate, it moves a lot slower than the

other languages that Michel Thomas personally taught.
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